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ABSTRACT
In order to reduce dependencies, event based techniques have been used in software system since a long period of
time. EventBus provides an open-source library for Android. EventBus enables low coupling and high cohesion, by
providing a centralized communication between classes. By imparting EventBus to our code we can simplify the code,
remove dependencies and speed up app development.
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1. Introduction
Event based software is basically used to avoid any dependency between the software component that triggers an
operation and the component that performs it. The observer pattern is a software design pattern. In this, the observer (also
known as subject) maintains a list of dependents. This list of dependents is called observer. In case of any state changes
the subject automatically notifies the observer. This is usually done by calling one of their methods. Observer pattern
allows us to accomplish low coupling and high cohesion which is something extraordinary in software architecture. By
using EventBus, we are able to maintain a system of objects that communicates through an Event Bus system, rather than
connecting all of our class instances together through references. In simple words, instead of passing the reference of
objects back and forth, which allows us to make a callback on the parent activity we can use the Event Bus. EventBus
performs well with UI artifacts such as Activities and Fragments and background threads. It is optimized for higher
performance and it also has advanced features like delivery threads, subscriber priorities. It needs zero configuration, one
can instantly start using the default EventBus instance throughout the code. EventBus always runs on the Main UI thread.

2. Description
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EventBus- In reference to the diagram above, the publisher posts the Event to the EventBus. The Event Bus then passes
the event to the Subscriber. These events are just plain java objects. Consider two activities, one is the MainActivity and
another is the ChildActivity. The ChildActivity will register the Event and the EventBus will send the event to the
respective references.

EventBus offers low coupling refers to limiting the number of connections between classes and high cohesion refers to
the degree to which functionality belongs to. EventBus works by registering as a subscriber to an event. The
MainActivity will subscribe to the event posted by the Child Activity which would be the data that will generate in the
Child Activity will create an event and pass that to the EventBus. Hence our Child Activity known as the publisher
generates the event and if there exists any object that cares about that event it will get notified, the other events won’t
know about the event happening.
When there exists multiple objects that care about the Child Activity, with EventBus we can make all the related object
subscribe to the an event when the data is created in Child Activity.
Implementing Event BusThe process of implementing Event Bus can be broken into 5 steps:
●

Add compile ‘org.greenrobot:eventbus:3.0.0’ to the gradle file of the project.

●

A separate class needs to be created for handling information that is to be passed (say the name of class is
CustomMessage can have just the basic getter and setter methods.

●

Register
This

the
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to
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listen
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the
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by
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statement

EventBus.getDefault().register(this)
●

Next, Subscribe to those events

For this simply use the annotation @Subscribe and make an onEvent method which takes the object of
CustomMessage as its parameters and performs what is to be don
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At last we need to post the event by creating an instance of the CustomMessage class (say event) and posting it
through
EventBus.getDefault().post(event)

Features of EventBus●

It simplifies the communication between the components.

●

While interacting with the User Interface, EventBus delivers the event in the main thread, irrespective of how
the event was posted.

●

While the Subscriber is performing any long running task, EventBus can use the background thread to prevent
UI blocking.

●

In EventBus, the event and subscriber classes follow the object oriented programming pattern.

●

It eradicates error-prone dependencies and life cycle issues

3. Conclusion
The basic goal of this paper this paper was to define event-based software system, which allows us to maintain a system
of the object references that communicate through an EventBus system. It makes the overall application have higher
reliability, robustness, reusability and understandability. EventBus helps us achieve this by making a class instance
register with EventBus to start receiving in the app another object say Child Activity then creates an event and sends that
to EventBus if it’s the same object that the first object cares about it will get notified, never does the second object needs
to know about the first object or its interface.
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